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WELCOME TO JS101
Job Search Training

Skills, Knowledge, and Information 
for the Modern Job Seeker

Based on the 7 Elements of Job 
Search:

• Understand the Modern Job Search
• Personalize Your Plan
• Develop Your Tools
• Get the Word Out
• Market Yourself
• Ace the Interview
• Accept the Offer

Topic:  Job Search Jumpstart

A Preview of the Program
9 Suggestions to Get Started
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SUGGESTION NO. ONE:

1.   Adopt a Job Search Mindset

Job search is all about attitude and motivation.  
Remember that your “LQ” – “Likeability 
Quotient” – will be as important as your skills 
and experience in getting a job offer.

People hire people they like.

MINDSET: Keep in Mind What You Are

a. You are a “free agent” in search of your next team.                                                                          

b. You are one of a kind – a unique blend of 
skills, knowledge and experience.            

c. You are between opportunities in the normal 
progression of your personal career.

For whoever you choose – it will be their lucky day!

MINDSET: And What You Are Not

a. You are not a lowly job seeker in search of a favor 
or a handout.

b. You are not a victim.  If anything, you are a 
survivor.

c. You are not desperate.  Even if you are, it can’t 
show.
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MINDSET: Your Perspective Is Important

Think – Match.com – “Employment Version”

Maybe something like:  Hard working, loyal, smart, 
trustworthy, mature professional seeking a long term 
relationship with a successful, reputable, and stable 
company?  

MINDSET OVERVIEW:

a. Think of job search as farming, not hunting.  
Job search is planting, cultivating, and 
nurturing “relationship seeds” everywhere 
possible. Remember, job search is a process, 
not an event!

b.  The challenge in modern job search is creating 
awareness in the right places at the right time 
of who you are and what you have to offer.

MINDSET: Establish Your “Job Seeker Persona”

• Be mindful of your reputation
• Develop your “brand”
• Elevate your PMA – Positive Mental Attitude

Your goal is to project a presence of “confident optimism.”
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REMEMBER:

a. Careers today typically involve multiple job changes.  
It’s the norm; not the exception.

b. Job change gives you the opportunity to reset or 
redirect your career direction.

c. Job change often is the only way to advance in your 
field or learn new skills.

Job change can be a good thing!

SUGGESTION NO. TWO:

2.   Determine a Direction

Where are you headed?  No final decisions are 
needed to start your search – just someplace to 
start from and a direction to go.  You can add, 
modify, or change at anytime.  

WORKSHEET:  Determine a Direction

SUGGESTION NO. THREE:

3.   Create a Master Resume

In modern job search, resumes are all about 
keywords and Applicant Tracking Systems.  Know 
keywords and keyword phrases for your target 
jobs.  Learn ATS basics.
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SUGGESTION NO. FOUR:

4.   Upgrade your LinkedIn profile.

It’s almost a certainty that your profile will be 
reviewed by a Hiring Manager before an 
interview and/or by a Decision Maker before an 
offer.

Make it work for you!

SUGGESTION NO. FIVE:

5.   Identify Your Current Network

Your next opportunity is most likely to come from 
someone you know or someone who knows someone you 
know.  Think about who you already know, who you “kind 
of” know, and who you can get to know.

That’s your network.  Don’t underestimate its importance.

WORKSHEET:  Identify, Engage & Expand Your Network

SUGGESTION NO. SIX:

6.   Develop Your Core Message

Think about three versions – one short, a Verbal 
Business Card; one medium, your Elevator Pitch or 30 
Second Commercial; and one longer – Tell Me About 
Yourself.  

Think of it as three versions of your “Signature Story.”

WORKSHEET:  Develop Your Core Message
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SUGGESTION NO. SEVEN:

7.   Build a Support System – People and Resources

Don’t go it alone; it can seem overwhelming.  Enlist 
the help of others who have travelled or are travelling 
the same path.  Understand and utilize the plethora 
of resources and tools out there for job seekers. 

Don’t reinvent the wheels on the bike.  Just learn 
how to ride it!

SUGGESTION NO. EIGHT:

8.   Get Business Cards

Be prepared to “advertise” who you are.  Make it 
easy for others to remember you, refer you, or 
contact you.

SUGGESTION NO. NINE:

9.   Start a Target Company List

What companies do you know of that you would 
like to work for?  In job search, think companies 
first, jobs later.  

Consider industry, geography, size, and culture 
as parameters.
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SUGGESTION NO. NINE (con’t):
Preview:  What To Do with a Target Company List

a. Find Target Company contacts on Google and LinkedIn.
b. Introduce yourself as job seeker.
c. Connect as a person.
d. Follow up with a reinforcing action.

In summary, this is what JS101 is all about.  Other classes 
go into the why, how, and when aspects of each step.

JS101 CORE PRINCIPLE:

All journeys start with a single step.  
You can’t wait for all lights to be on green before 
beginning. Plan on your search being an ever 
changing,ever evolving work-in-progress until 
you reach your destination.
What’s important is to start moving!

Conclusion:  Let’s Get Started!
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